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WALLOWA LAKE 
September 12-15, 1983 

 

By Dorothy Churchill 

 

Sept 12, 1983 

 

Felt the need to explore the northeast corner of our 

state, so set out for Wallowa Lake and the tram up 

Mt Howard. Side business to see Caxton Printers in 

Caldwell, Idaho. 

 

 
 

Carl and Dorothy Labiske invited us to share their 

car and see the sights together. Left Astoria 7:30 

a.m., Monday morning, Sept. 12, 1983.  
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We packed for an adventure in the comfortable 

Chrysler, and took off on Highway 30 and 205 via 

Interstate 5 by crossing at Longview.  

 

First stop at Lewis and Clark Park on the banks of 

the Sandy River. Big park with lots of parking for 

dip net fishermen when the smelt run.  

 

Out came the famous bear claws at 9:30. Nice stop. 

Arrived at our picnic spot 2 miles west of Boardman. 

Sunny and warm, but found a table that shared 

equal parts of sunshine and shadow. Nice. 

 

 
 

Pendleton was the first gas stop. Traveled 283 miles 

from home. Thought of the Forresters as we drove 

through. Pendleton Round-Up time is near, but the 

highway skirts the city, and we were content to view 

the city from the surrounding hills.  

 

Great over-looks as the road went over the Blue 

Mountains. Elevation 4193 at the summit.  
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The Dalles at 3:15, and ice cream at Hood River, 

where we stood in the wind and watched the workers 

putting some touches on the grand new stern 

wheeler that will see service to Astoria soon.  

 

 
 

On to 205 to get to the Hong Kong restaurant where 

we arrived at 5:15. Called Anita and Alan and 

headed for home at 6:20 pm.  

 

Home at 8:18 pm, tired and completely satisfied with 

our adventure to the northeast corner of our 

beautiful state. Mileage: 1,242.  Good miles.  

 

 

# 
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The forest of pine, and larch looked refreshing, after 

the Pendleton farm land. Too early for the larch 

trees to turn golden. Sorry about that.  

 

 
 

Through La Grande at 3 p.m. Thought about Gerda 

and wondered where she lived on the hillsides 

rolling with mixture of farm and forest.  

 

La Grande is in a hollow nest, as are many of the 

cities here. You break over the hill to meet a valley, 

green with cultivation and water, and there is the 

town site. Beautiful. 

 

Mountains time comes along here at Huntington, 

and suddenly it is 5:30 instead of 4:30.  

 

At Farewell Bend, we get our first squint at the 

Snake River. Over to Ontario by 6:15, We’re 10 

hours and, 443 miles from Astoria. A full day's ride.  

Called Doris and Darrell to make dinner 

arrangements, and met them at the Chinese 

restaurant. Had a fine dinner and enjoyed the visit.  
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Corn harvest is at the peak of, season, and harvest 

time there is on a giant scale. Crops are planted and 

harvested on a delicate timetable for maximum 

freshness at the cannery. 

 

Stayed at the Tapadera Motor Inn. Remembered 

staying at Tapadera on the tour bus trip to Grand 

Canyon. 

 

Sept. 13 

 

This is Sam's business day. Suddenly, we aren't 

tourist, but writers trying to sell words.  

 

Sam called on Gordon Gigs on of Caxton Printers, in 

Caldwell, Idaho, thanks to Dorothy, who drove us 

there, 32 miles away. The trip was really interesting, 

with benches of land showing ancient upheavals and 

flooding.  

 
Caldwell is rather a sleepy town, but Caxton 

Printers is flourishing. Sam had a good interview, 

liked the man, and left the photos and sample copy 

for Mr. Gipson to take a look. If Caxton would go 

with it, it would be ideal. Their catalogue shows 

many early west stories. 
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Took 124 heading for tri cities so we could see the 

confluence of the Snake and Columbia Rivers.  

 

The Sacajuwea 

Park in Pasco is 

at the confluence.  

 

We stopped for 

picnic lunch at 

noon. 83,246 mi. 

 

Lovely place and 

we had it all to 

ourselves. Water is quiet. Bridged the Snake before 

we got to Sacajuwea Park.  

Decided to follow the river around thorough Wallula 

Gap, so took 395 into Umatilla, where we gassed up 

and I called Bill.  

 

Back on 124 at Boardman where we followed our 

route starting out. 
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Went to the Chamber of Commerce for guidance to a 

motel and found the Rivertree, a Best Western. Got 

adjoining rooms with a darling swimming pool. 

 

Dorothy wished for her suit. Many young men there 

readying themselves for a white water float trip to go 

elk, deer and bear hunting with bows. They were 

having fun, and unfortunately, some of them had a 

room over Labiskes. Shucks. 

 

Uncovered a special classy restaurant in Lewiston. 

Recommended in the phone book and the motel 

owners. They gave us a complimentary coupon for a 

free glass of wine if we went to Janni Anni's, in the 

basement of the hotel. J. W. Oster Restaurant in the 

basement of Bollinger plaza had  glorious 

atmosphere, service and food. 

 

Sept 15, 83 

 

Leave Rivertree 6:26. 83128 Heading west on 

Highway 12. Alpowa Summit 2785. Wheat fields all 

over the hills. Pomeroy, Washington had several 

huge grain elevators. Junction of 124 and 12 at 

Waitsbury.  
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It is 474 miles from Astoria. Sam was with his new 

editor (we hope) for an hour, and very pleased to 

have the eyeball contact.  

 

 
 

Carl stayed back in Ontario to wait for us. When we 

picked him up, we did a little business for Me and 

The Model T while we were there. Ontario’s slogan is 

"Where Oregon Begins". 

 

Bought gas and on our way from Ontario. Had to 

retrace out steps back to La Grande to get up into 

the Wallowa country. About half way near Baker 

City, we found a rest stop facing Elkhorn Ridge, and 

enjoyed a picnic in the warm sunny, but windy day. 

On our way at 1pm.  

 

We  turned off 30 onto Highway 82 at La Grande, 

heading for the Lake Elgin at 2 o'clock, crossed the 

Grand Ronde River and Canyon Creek. near Minam, 

where Gladys spent some time. It is canyon and hill 

country. 
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The railroad track crosses the river along here.  

 

The City of Wallowa has population of 820, and a 

mighty fine ice cream parlor called the Gazebo.  

 

Enterprise by 3:30pm. 82,990 miles on the odometer, 

and fate drove us right smack into the Wilderness 

Inn. A classy place and had one room left! Couldn't 

believe motels would be booked up at 3:30 p.m.  

 

 
 

The room, that was available was made to order for 

us. A suite with large living room with 2 hideabeds, 

table, kitchen, fully equipped and supplied with 

utensils, bedroom, large bath with a tub, and a 

Jacuzzi We'll take it! Everybody except Sam had a 

Jacuzzi bath. 
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On to Enterprise to continue a round trip. Enterprise 

is 11 miles from the lake. Now comes the surprise! 

From Enterprise to Clarkston is a roller coaster ride 

though high mountains and deep river canyons. 

 

Twisty road all the way, but fortunately very little 

traffic. Dorothy is a good and durable driver.  

 

 
 

Summit at 453. Went across the Grand Ronde River 

again. Miles and miles of mountain curves. No place 

at winter time. Finally broke over the top of the 

ridge to see Lewiston-Clarkston spread out below. 

Fantastic view. Arrived Clarkston 4 p.m.  
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but oxygen is available if needed. We all got along 

just fine. Some rubbery legs, shortness of breath, 

and tired feeling.  

 

A small shop with really hard boiled coffee and some 

post cards is there, but no eating facilities. Next 

time, we'll bring lunch end stay longer. 

 

There are 2 miles of trails from the tram. One was to 

Royal Purple, which we took. Nice trail, gorgeous 

view of the mountain taps and spectacular views of 

the checkered agricultural Wallowa Valley.  

 

Clouds were drifting in, so we went to the Royal 

Purple lookout since that was the clearest direction. 

 

Other paths led to the Idaho side. On a clear day, 

you are supposed to see Eagle Cap Wilderness, (to 

the north), Seven Devils Mountains to the east, 

Wallowa Lake to the north.  

 

We played with a group of chipmunks at Royal 

Purple lookout. Carl wants to come with a sandwich 

next time to feed the chipmunks and himself. We 

were around the paths for about an hour. You have 

to move slowly because of the height. 

 

The return trip down the mountain is an exciting as 

the assent. The state park is located around the 

south end of the lake, and that is where we settled in 

for a picnic. We were virtually alone, and got a table 

right on the edge of the lake.  

 

Surprised to see bare hills on the northeast, but 

forest-covered mountains on the west. 
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We fixed dinner in the room, had a complete meal 

and enjoyed the space. This has to be the largest and 

most complete inn in the county. $65.00 for 4 of us.  

 

Wednesday Sept. 14 

 

Breakfast in the room, thanks to Carl's coffee and 

bear claws. Dorothy and I sneaked off to the book 

store, The Bookloft, located in the old hotel building 

across from the old county court house.  

 

They were closed, but left a brochure. Fascinating 

little town, and would like to spend some more time 

here, but today, we were headed for the climax of the 

trip. The tram ride. 

 

 
 

Six miles from Enterprise is the town of Joseph, 

named for Nez Perce Chief Joseph. It looks like a stage 

coach stop, with an effort of the store owners to look 

the part, in a leatherly sort of way.  
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Joseph is the home of Hitchcock's mill where they 

process the wood from tree to lumber. Saw the 

smoke from the mill, but didn't explore it.  

 

On to the Wallowa Lake tram.  

 

The tramway was built in 1968 and opened for 

service in 1970. It is run by an outfit called The High 

Wallowas, Joseph, Oregon 97846. Phone 432 5331.  

 

 
 
The Wallowa Lake Tramway rises 3700 vertical feet,

[8]
 

starting at the 4,200-foot (1,300 m) level of the lake.
[9]

 At the 

top of the gondola ride, an elevation of 8,150 feet (2,480 m), 

is Oregon's highest restaurant, the Alpine Grill. The length 

is 19,300 feet cable and weighs 27 tons.  

 

The cable is carried on 24 tube type towers and one 

74 foot lattice type tower. They travel from 30 to 120 

ft. above the ground. This is the steepest vertical rise 

4 passenger gondola in the United States, rising 

3,700 vertical.  
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It takes about 15 minutes, one way. Cost of the 

round trip ticket is $7.50 each.  

 

This is the heart of Eagle Cap Wilderness and called 

Little Switzerland of America. The lower terminal is 

located at the south end of Lake Wallowa, and the 

top 3/4th of it is in Forest Service land. It was built 

in 1968-70. 

 
 

We arrive a at 10 a.m. for the first trip of the day. 

Hours are 10 to 4. We were able to ride in the same 

car with the camera people riding uphill backwards 

watching the scenery float by. Carl and I took those 

seats on the return trip.  

 

The cable is endless, and there are no stops on the 

way. As the car arrives at the terminal at the top, 

the cars slip away from the cable and come to a stop 

along side the moving cable.  

 

The first thing I saw was a stretcher waiting there 

for rescue work. You do feel a little faint at 8200 ft. 




